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NUS ScotlandNUS ScotlandNUS ScotlandNUS Scotland
NUS Scotland is a federation of local student organisations in Scotland, comprising over
60 local campus student organisations that are affiliated to the National Union of
Students of the United Kingdom (NUS). NUS Scotland is an autonomous, but integral,
part of The National Union of Students. The Students' Associations in membership of
NUS Scotland account for 76% of students in higher education in Scotland and over 90%
of students in further education in Scotland.

Students' Associations affiliated to NUS retain autonomy over all policy areas, and NUS
Scotland operates a democratic forum for policy and debate on national issues affecting
students.

Students and the Council Tax

the scottish union of
students
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IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction

Since the introduction of the Council Tax in 1993, NUS Scotland has sought
changes to the legislation as it affects students in full-time further and higher
education. The points raised in this paper were first made formally to the
Scottish Office in 1995. They have also been raised in response to the joint
Scottish Office/COSLA1 Working Group on council tax collection in February 1999
and to the Independent Inquiry into Student Finance in September 19992.

On the introduction of the Council Tax to replace the Poll Tax, a consultation
paper issued by the Government (A new tax for local government – April 1991)
stated:

‘The Government proposes that where the first or second adult in a property is a student, each will
receive a full personal discount…. If there were no other adults in a household of students, the
household would receive two discounts.’

The actual legislation failed to provide students with a personal discount, along
the lines suggested in the consultation paper. Instead, a property exemption was
introduced in cases where properties are solely occupied by students. This has
resulted in numerous anomalies, some of which have been resolved, others of
which remain in the current system.

NUS Scotland has been successful in securing changes to Council Tax regulations
as they affect students. Changes to the calculation of Council Tax Benefit
assisted students in circumstances where they live with claimants, and other
minor changes in regulations have also been secured.

                                           
1 Scottish Office and Convention of Scottish Local Authorities joint consultation paper – ‘It pays to Collect’
2 NUS Scotland outlined its position in ‘Student Finance: In the Red’ - Local Taxation page 40.
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There remains, however, a significant minority of students who share a property
with non-students. The property then faces a Council Tax bill, but the students
have no means of contributing to the cost. The following paper attempts to
outline the problems and propose some solutions.

Student Liability for the Council TaxStudent Liability for the Council TaxStudent Liability for the Council TaxStudent Liability for the Council Tax
It must firstly be recognised that the Council Tax is a tax on property. There
remains, however, a personal element, which can reduce the bill or exempt a
property in view of the circumstances of the residents of the property.

Certain exemptions apply to types of properties, such as properties owned by
educational bodies, which are exempt from the Council Tax. The ‘personal
element’ of the tax may also exempt a property, such as a property occupied
solely by students. Students are defined as full-time students in further or higher
education in these cases.

Students can become liable for the Council Tax if they share a property with
non-students and are jointly and severally liable for the property with the other
tenants. This usually occurs where tenants jointly rent a property in the private
rented sector. In these circumstances, a ‘non-student’ includes part -time
students, recent graduates and others who are often on a relatively low income.
In cases where students become liable for the Council Tax, they are not offered
help to pay the bill in most cases. This is because the usual help with the Council
Tax for those on low incomes is Council Tax Benefit. However, most students are
precluded from claiming this and other Department of Social Security benefits.
Only specific groups, mostly student parents and disabled students, may receive
such benefits.

Consequently, most students are offered no help if they become liable to pay the
Council Tax.

Single Person’s DiscountSingle Person’s DiscountSingle Person’s DiscountSingle Person’s Discount
One of the most common ways in which the Council Tax bill for a property can
be reduced is through the discounts system. Discounts are usually granted in
view of the status or circumstances of those living in the property. One of the
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most common is the single person’s discount, which reduces the bill by 25% in
properties where only one adult is living there.

There are classes of person that are ‘invisible’ in this calculation, and are
disregarded. Students, student nurses and apprentices, for example, are not
counted. Thus, a property where a non-student lives with four students would
receive a single persons discount. The Council Tax bill would be reduced by 25%,
and all the residents would then be liable to pay the bill for the property.

Our experience with enquiries reveal that many mistake the ‘invisibility’ for the
calculation of the single persons’ discount as invisibility from the Council Tax
liability.

Council Tax BenefitCouncil Tax BenefitCouncil Tax BenefitCouncil Tax Benefit
In cases where individuals are liable for the Council Tax they have access to
Council Tax Benefit. This means that an amount up to 100% of the individual’s
share or ‘apportionment’ of the bill is paid for claimants by the Department of
Social Security.

For example, where three Income Support (IS) claimants live with one person in
part -time work, each IS claimant will receive 100% of their apportionment of the
bill. The apportionment is calculated by dividing the total bill by the number of
liable adults. In this case, therefore, each IS claimant would receive 100% of one
quarter of the bill, leaving a final quarter to be paid. The bill would then be
reduced by three-quarters.

The Council Tax Benefit system ensures that claimants are able to contribute to
their share of the total bill for the property in cases where they are jointly and
severally liable. As outlined, however, most students are precluded from claiming
Council Tax Benefit. In most cases, therefore, students are unable to contribute
their share of the total bill, and cannot claim help from the Department of Social
Security.

The removal of most full-time students from State benefits remains a reserved
power, and cannot be addressed by the Scottish Parliament.
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Joint and Several LiabilityJoint and Several LiabilityJoint and Several LiabilityJoint and Several Liability
Householders with an equal interest in a property are held to be ‘jointly and
severally liable’ for the Council Tax. This means that, using a hierarchy of
liability, those with an equal interest are equally liable. The only exception to this
rule is those who are defined as ‘severely mentally impaired’. In such cases, a
person who is severely mentally impaired cannot be severally and jointly liable
for the Council Tax with others who share the property.

NUS Scotland understands that the Scottish Executive propose adding full-time
students to the above exception, so that they too cannot be jointly and severally
liable for the Council Tax where they live with other liable persons.

Legal and Household ObligationsLegal and Household ObligationsLegal and Household ObligationsLegal and Household Obligations
The legal liability for the Council Tax can be an academic concern in a situation
in which a number of tenants in a property receive a considerable Council Tax
bill. In reality, even if students were not legally liable, that may remain a
technicality. Therefore, students might still be expected to contribute to the
Council Tax by their flatmates as a shared household bill.

There are other circumstances in which individuals are not legally liable for a bill
that a property might attract, but are expected to contribute. This is the case
where, for example, only one of the tenants’ names is registered with a utility
company. In such circumstances, all the tenants are expected to contribute to the
shared cost of electricity or gas, regardless of which of them is named on the
bill.

Removing students from liability for the Council Tax will not have the same effect
for students as Council Tax Benefit has for others on low income, because the
same bill will be applied to the property. The only reduction that may be applied
in most cases would be the single person’s discount of 25%, in cases where only
one non-student lives with a number of students. This compares very
unfavourable with the Council Tax Benefit system in terms of the impact of the
bill on the properties.

Shared HouseholdsShared HouseholdsShared HouseholdsShared Households
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The following case scenarios offer some insight into the differing circumstances
of students and others when a shared property becomes liable for the Council
Tax.

The following examples can be drawn from comparing the same property in
which five tenants reside, all of whom are jointly and severally liable. By changing
the status of the residents, the effect of the current system can be appreciated.
In each case it can be assumed that a Council Tax bill of £1500 for the year
would normally apply to the property. By changing the status of the individuals
different outcomes result. (The following bills ignore the Water and Sewerage
Charge.)
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Case ScenariosCase ScenariosCase ScenariosCase Scenarios

1. Where all the five tenants are in work, and do not receive Council Tax Benefit,
it may be expected that each would pay an equal share of the £1500,
resulting in £300 per tenant.

2. Where each tenant claims 100% Council Tax Benefit, each would receive 100%
of their share or apportionment of the bill. This is calculated by dividing the
total bill by the number of liable persons. Each would receive Council TaxEach would receive Council TaxEach would receive Council TaxEach would receive Council Tax
Benefit of £300, with nothing remaining to pay.Benefit of £300, with nothing remaining to pay.Benefit of £300, with nothing remaining to pay.Benefit of £300, with nothing remaining to pay.

3. In any combination of working adults and Council Tax Benefit claimants, each
will either pay £300 in Council Tax or (at full 100% CTB) £300 in benefit.

4.4.4.4. Where students enter the equation, the scenario is different. In the case where
twotwotwotwo of the residents are full Council Tax Benefit claimants, and threethreethreethree are
students, the CTB calculates the apportionment for each claimant. The
apportionment system of CTB no longer counts students as liable adults. The
apportionment would be calculated as the total bill divided only by the non-
student adults. Thus the full liability would be divided by two, giving each
claimant  £750 in Council Tax Benefit. No bill would then apply.No bill would then apply.No bill would then apply.No bill would then apply.

5.5.5.5. In circumstances where threethreethreethree students shared with twotwotwotwo non-students in
employment, the total bill would be £1500. This would leave each with a
share of £300. Where the two non-students paid their share of the bill, thehehehe
three students would be likely to face a bill of £900 without any means ofthree students would be likely to face a bill of £900 without any means ofthree students would be likely to face a bill of £900 without any means ofthree students would be likely to face a bill of £900 without any means of
paying it.paying it.paying it.paying it.

6.6.6.6. Under the proposed legislation, students would be removed from liability. In
the above case where four students lived with one non-student, the non-
student would receive a single person’s discount of 25%, and would face a billwould face a billwould face a billwould face a bill
of £1125.of £1125.of £1125.of £1125.
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The effect of this last case is to penalise non-students with the burden of having
to pay the entire bill for a property, without any contribution from the student
tenants.

Had the students received full Council Tax benefit, they would have received
£300 each, leaving the non-student with a bill of £300.

Indeed NUS Scotland fears that the private rented sector is distorted by the
current Council Tax. Students are discouraged from sharing with non-students
(who bring with them a Council Tax liability), and non-students (other than IS
claimants) do not wish to share with students unless they are capable of paying
their fair share of the household bills.

Removing Students from joint and several liabilityRemoving Students from joint and several liabilityRemoving Students from joint and several liabilityRemoving Students from joint and several liability
NUS Scotland welcomes any measures to recognise the hardship caused in cases
where students become liable for the Council Tax. The establishment of the
Scottish Parliament has meant that this issue has not had to find parliamentary
time for legislative changes in Westminster, and NUS Scotland appreciates the
intention of the Scottish Executive to address student liability for the Council Tax
along with other measures in student financial support.
NUS Scotland is, however, concerned, not simply with the fact of student liability,
but with the position of students in the private rented sector and the availability
of affordable accommodation in local communities. Many students live in
multiple occupancy accommodation in city centres, which typically attract a high
Council Tax banding:

EdinburghEdinburghEdinburghEdinburgh GlasgowGlasgowGlasgowGlasgow  Stirling Stirling Stirling Stirling
Band D Band D Band D Band D (average) £1,142 pa £1,317 pa    £900 pa
Band H Band H Band H Band H (top) £2,284 pa £2,634 pa £1,800 pa

NUS Scotland is legitimately concerned with the prospects for all non-students
who might face a substantial Council Tax liability as a result of living with
students. In considering the circumstances of non-students, it also deserves to
be noted that this might include part-time students or recent graduates
(including some student officers), both of whom are likely to share
accommodation with full-time students.
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NUS Scotland would point out that full Council Tax Benefit at 100% is only
available to those on Income Support or Job Seekers Allowance. An income of
£8000 per annum fails to qualify for any Council Tax Benefit. NUS Scotland
maintains that it is unreasonable to expect non-students (especially those on low
or part-time income just above the Council Tax Benefit level) to pay for the
liability of others with whom they live. Removing students from legal liability
might not release them from an obligation to pay their share of the total bill. The
result will continue to be that students either pay their share of the Council Tax
for the property regardless of whether they are legally liable (which they clearly
cannot afford), or have to avoid circumstances in which they live with non-
students.

Full-time students are occasionally classed erroneously as part time students by
local authorities, and NUS Scotland appreciates the efforts of the Scottish
Executive to correct this situation. Nevertheless, there will continue to be part
time students who remain non-students for Council Tax purposes. There also
remains concerns regarding the position of students who are owner occupiers,
and married students who cannot so easily escape their joint liability, which
would simply pass on to their spouse.

An apportioned or personal discount systemAn apportioned or personal discount systemAn apportioned or personal discount systemAn apportioned or personal discount system

In cases where students live with non-students, the unfairness of the present
legislation is exposed.  NUS Scotland would argue that an apportioned student
discount scheme could operate in cases where students are liable. This would
prevent distortions in the private rented sector market and ensure an equitable
system that would take account of ability to pay.  It would also ensure that those
who receive no Council Tax Benefit, or those who receive less than a 100% rebate
on their apportionment, would continue to be liable and a bill would exist. No-
one would, therefore, escape payment for their fair share of the Council Tax, but
students would not be expected to contribute what they cannot afford.
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Case ScenariosCase ScenariosCase ScenariosCase Scenarios

The system proposed may be exemplified by comparison with the Council Tax
Benefit system.
An apportioned student discountapportioned student discountapportioned student discountapportioned student discount would identify a discount for the student for
their share or apportionment of the total bill where students live with non-
students. In a situation in which students lived with non-students, each student’s
apportionment would be calculated by dividing the total bill by the number of
liable adults, and discounting the bill accordingly.

Assuming a property in which five individuals live and a Council Tax of £1500
per year the discount might be applied as outlined.

1. Where one student lives with four non-students, the student’s apportionment
would be calculated as one fifth of the total, reducing the bill by £300.

2. Where more than one student lived with a non-student, each student would
receive an apportioned discount for their share of the bill. Two students
would both receive an apportioned discount of £300 each, reducing the bill by
£600. Three students would reduce the bill by £900 and so on.

3. NUS Scotland would propose that such a system would prevent the need for
students to be disregarded when calculating the single person’s discount.

The above scenarios would be very similar to the system already in operation for
Council Tax Benefit claimants living with working adults.  It would ensure that,
where there is a liability and a bill to pay, then it would be affordable and
equitable. It might be assumed that any remaining liability not covered by a
student discount or Council Tax Benefit would be paid by the working adult.
However, this would ultimately be a matter for the residents who would remain
jointly and severally liable.

The costs of the student discount systemThe costs of the student discount systemThe costs of the student discount systemThe costs of the student discount system
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NUS Scotland does not sympathise with possible Scottish Executive concerns over
any shortfall between students’ liability arising out of the Council Tax and the
revenue raised. By expecting non-students to pay the entire bill in circumstances
where they live with students, students are very disadvantaged in the private
rented sector, when compared with others on low income who can claim Council
Tax Benefit. In effect, while Council Tax Benefit claimants are afforded a means
of paying their apportionment of a shared Council Tax bill, non-students in the
same circumstances will face full liability without any corresponding student
contribution.

NUS Scotland would reiterate the need for the Council Tax system to enable a
student’s apportionment of liability to be discounted from the total bill.

There is anecdotal evidence to suggest that many students already escape their
liability for the Council Tax by regularly moving. In such circumstances this
source of revenue is not currently being collected, and a discount system would
formalise the current shortfall.

NUS Scotland maintains the position outlined in 1995, in relation to student
liability for the Council Tax:

Along with other housing and welfare bodies, NUS Scotland fear that, in addition
to the hardship and injustice this dictates, such an anomaly adds to the problem
of homelessness in Scotland.

NUS Scotland would, therefore, recommend that changes to existing regulations
are made to allow students who become liable to have their apportionment
reduced from the Council Tax bill. This would allow a financial contribution to
the household bill while reflecting the students ability to pay.

NUS Scotland submission February 1995

In view of the very small revenue generated by student liability, measured against
the financial hardship it places upon students, NUS Scotland would urge the
Scottish Parliament to turn its attention to further amendments along the lines
suggested above.
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By and on behalf of the executive committee of NUS ScotlandBy and on behalf of the executive committee of NUS ScotlandBy and on behalf of the executive committee of NUS ScotlandBy and on behalf of the executive committee of NUS Scotland

November 2000November 2000November 2000November 2000
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT COMMITTEE

BRIEFING PAPER

Modernising the Complaints System – Consultation on Public Sector
Ombudsmen in Scotland

1. Introduction

The purpose of this report is to allow members the opportunity to consider and
respond to the Executive report on the proposed modernisation of the complaints
system in Scotland.

2. Background

The Scottish Executive consultation document Modernising the Complaints System:
Consultation on public sector ombudsmen in Scotland was circulated to all members
of the Scottish Parliament in October 2000. The purpose of this document is to
consult members of the Scottish Parliament on the proposed new complaints
system.
As a consequence of devolution the past arrangements where any complaints of
maladministration against the Scottish Office were investigated by the Parliamentary
Commissioner for Administration (PCA) ceased on 1 July 1999.
Until the Scottish Parliament makes its own arrangements for the investigation of
complaints, a transitional system is established by the Scotland Act 1998 through the
Scotland Act 1998 (Transitory and Transitional Provisions) (Complaints of
Maladministration) Order 1999 (SI 1999/1351) which establishes temporary
arrangements for the investigation of complaints.  This Order establishes the new
post of the Scottish Parliamentary Commissioner for Administration (SPCA) who
investigates certain complaints of maladministration.
In addition the Commissioner for Local Administration in Scotland continues to deal
with local government related complaints of maladministration and the Health
Service Commissioner for Scotland with complaints about the health service.

3. Proposed New Complaints System

The Executive proposes to establish a new complaints system designed to suit the
Scottish circumstances.  In particular it proposed to explore the establishment of a
“one-stop shop” to which members of the public could direct complaints against the
Scottish Executive, local government or the Health Service.  The Report also

Agenda item 3
Local Government

Committee
14 November 2000

http://www.scotland.gov.uk/consultations/misc/mtcs-00.asp
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/consultations/misc/mtcs-00.asp
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considers whether the Housing Association Ombudsman for Scotland should be
included in this “one-stop shop”.
The Executive report invites comments on the proposed complaints system
arrangements as a first step in the policy development process.  The responses to
the consultation will be used to prepare firm proposals.  This may include a draft Bill
which will be subject to further public consultation.

4. Process and Timescale

The Local Government Committee may wish to submit its views to the Scottish
Executive given the impact the proposals will have on local government.
SPICe will be producing a research note summarising the proposals outlined in the
document which would inform the Committee’s consideration of the matter.  This
note will be available at the beginning of December.
The Executive is seeking views on its proposals by 10 January 2000.  Given the
Committee’s timetable of business it is proposed that the Committee hears evidence
at the meeting on 12 December 2000 and formulate its conclusions at this meeting.
It is suggested that the following witnesses be invited to give oral evidence—

•  The Minister for Finance and Local Government
•  The Commissioner for Local Administration in Scotland
•  COSLA
•  Scottish Consumer Council
•  Citizens Advice Scotland

In addition it is suggested that the following witnesses be invited to submit written
evidence—

•  The Health Service Commissioner for Scotland
•  Housing Association Ombudsman for Scotland
•  The Scottish Parliamentary Commissioner for Administration

If members decide they wish to hear oral evidence from these witnesses this can
take place in the same session as the Commissioner for Local Administration in
Scotland.

5. Recommendations

The Committee is asked to approve the contents of this report.

Eugene Windsor
Clerk to the Committee
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT COMMITTEE

MINUTES

29th Meeting, 2000

Tuesday 7 November 2000

Present:

Colin Campbell Kenneth Gibson
Trish Godman (Convener) Donald Gorrie
Keith Harding Dr Sylvia Jackson
Michael McMahon Bristow Muldoon
Gil Paterson

Apologies were received from Johann Lamont and Jamie Stone.

The meeting opened at 2.02pm.

1. Items in private: The Committee decided to hold items 4 and 5 in private.

2. Education (Graduate Endowment and Student Support) (Scotland) Bill: The
Committee considered paper LG/00/29/1 and agreed proposals for consideration
at Stage 1 of the Bill.

The meeting was adjourned from 2.07 pm to 2.09 pm.

3. Visits to other Parliaments and Assemblies: The Committee considered a
report from Bristow Muldoon on the visit to Wales.

4. Stage 2 of the Budget Process 2001/2002 (in private): The Committee
considered a draft letter to the Finance Committee.

The Committee agreed a number of changes, and delegated powers to the
Convener and the Clerk to finalise the letter and submit it to the Clerk of the
Finance Committee.
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5. Procedures for questioning witnesses (in private): The Committee
considered paper LG/00/29/3.

The meeting closed at 3.32 pm.

Eugene Windsor
Clerk to the Committee
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Research Paper 00-18 Friday 6th October 2000

THE EDUCATION (GRADUATE ENDOWMENT AND
STUDENT SUPPORT) (SCOTLAND) BILL

TERRY SHEVLIN AND MORAG BROWN

This note examines the changes proposed by the Education (Graduate
Endowment and Student Support) (Scotland) Bill, introduced to the Scottish
Parliament 5th October 2000. The first section of the Bill aims to establish the
‘Graduate Endowment’ which is to be paid by certain individuals meeting certain
specified criteria. Section 2 allows loans to be made to certain individuals who are
‘undertaking’ or who have ‘undertaken’ courses of education, rather than those
simply ‘attending’ courses of education. Section three of the Bill amends the
existing regulations governing full-time students’ liability for, and payment of
council tax. The Executive is also making a series of substantial changes to
student support which do not require primary legislation. These changes do not
form part of the Bill and will be considered in a separate research note. (A full
account of the debate leading up to the Bill, including the recommendations made
by the Cubie Committee and the Executive’s response, is available in a previous
SPICe research note, ‘Reform of Student Funding’, RN00/61)

The Education (Graduate Endowment and Student Support) (Scotland) Bill
has three distinct and quite diverse elements:

� The Introduction of the Graduate Endowment.
� Increased Support for students on distance learning courses.
� The removal of the Council Tax anomaly affecting students.

http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/whats_happening/research/pdf_res_notes/rn00-61.pdf
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Section 1 - The Introduction of the Graduate Endowment

Introducing the Graduate Endowment (GE) – which will come into force in
academic year 2001/02 – will require primary legislation in the Scottish
Parliament. The Executive sees the payment of the Graduate Endowment as
recognition of the benefits students enjoy from higher education. For new entrants
to higher education in academic year 2001/02, the amount of the Endowment will
be £2,000 and it is expected that the amount will be index linked for successive
years.1 The money that is collected will be used to fund maintenance for future
generations of disadvantaged students through new Access Bursaries.

Who will pay?
The GE will be paid by those who have undertaken a full-time first degree course
at an institution funded by the Scottish Higher Education Funding Council or the
Scottish Further Education Funding Council. This is in recognition of the fact that
many students study for their first degree at a further education college.
Regulations to be made under the Bill will establish further criteria for eligibility:
Liable individuals will be:

- Scottish-domiciled or EU students.
- Students whose full-time degree study exceeds a specified minimum period.
- Those who have satisfied the criteria for being awarded a degree – i.e. to

prevent students from not graduating when they complete their course.

While the Executive acknowledges that some people who would not have had to
pay fees, will now have to pay the graduate endowment, it is argued that these
students will still be better off on graduation because overall support levels will be
increased through their 4 years of study. There is also a range of students who will
be exempted from the Endowment: 2

•  Those taking qualifications below degree level i.e. those on HNC, HND or
equivalent courses. 3

•  Mature students i.e. those who are independent of parents. Further regulations
are expected to state that those who are to be exempted must be 25 or over. 4

•  Lone parents i.e. those in receipt of the Lone Parent grant during the course.
•  Disabled students i.e. those in receipt of the Disabled Students’ Allowance

during their course.
•  Those on further education courses.
•  Those students who drop out will not have to pay the GE  - they will be allowed

‘one false start’.

1 Policy Memorandum accompanying the Bill. The amount will initially be set in regulations.
2 The definitive list of who will be exempted from the Graduate Endowment will be made in future regulations.
The list based below is based on information from the Bill’s explanatory notes and policy memorandum.
3 ‘Scotland the Learning Nation’ page 16, stated that if these students then go on to graduate from a degree
course, they will then be liable to make a contribution. The Executive estimates that this group of people
amounts to 30% of full time students.
4 Explanatory Notes page 3.
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Certain courses will also be exempt:

- Higher level courses in preparation for a higher diploma or certificate.
- Teacher training courses.
- Post-graduate courses.
- Higher level courses in preparation for qualifications from a professional body.
- All other higher level courses not being a first degree course.

In total the Executive estimates5 that around 50% of the non-postgraduate student
body will be exempt from the Graduate Endowment.

How will the system work?
Administration of the Graduate Endowment will involve the Student Awards
Agency for Scotland (SAAS) and the Student Loans Company. Discussions on
how these arrangements will be finalised  - and how much they will cost  - are still
ongoing. Regulations will be made to explain the precise arrangements for
repayment.

The Executive’s consultation document, ‘Scotland the Learning Nation’ stated that
the commitment to pay the GE would be made when the student applies to SAAS
for their maintenance support and fees to be paid. On the form they would also
undertake to pay the Graduate Endowment. SAAS would then be informed by the
student’s college or university when they have graduated and it is then down to
the individual student to decide how they wish to pay back the endowment.

Individuals can pay off the Endowment in a lump sum or by taking out an income-
contingent loan from the Student Loans Company. This loan would pay off the
Graduate Endowment - the student’s commitment would then be to pay off the
Student Loans Company. The Executive expects that liability to pay off the
Endowment will fall in the first year after the individual completes their course.

The Executive has recommended that there should be no discount for those who
are able to pay the full £2,000 on graduation – contrary to the recommendation of
the Cubie Committee – as this would benefit higher-income students. The Cubie
report also recommended that the graduate endowment be set at £3,075 – but
should be paid back when the graduate is earning at least £25,000. However, the
Executive was concerned that setting repayment at that level would have caused
considerable difficulties for students.

Instead, the Executive has proposed that the collection system for the Endowment
will tie-in with the scheme already used by the Inland Revenue to collect existing
income-contingent student loans. These loans currently become repayable when
a graduate is earning above £10,000 a year – 9% of income above £10,000 is
then collected by the Inland Revenue. The Executive believes that when
graduates become liable for the Endowment, the majority will take out a fresh
student loan to cover the £2,000 cost. This fresh loan will be added to any existing

5 Explanatory Notes page 5.
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income-contingent loan(s) so there is one lump sum to pay off. Because the two
sets of loans would be tied in together, repayment would be made under the
existing arrangements – i.e. the loan would be paid off at the rate of 9% of any
income above £10,000 per annum. This means that students would not pay more
per month than under the existing arrangements, because the amount could not
exceed this set percentage of income above £10,000.

The Executive claims that the reason for combining the collection of Endowment
and existing student loan(s) is that it would be extremely difficult to introduce a
separate collection method solely for the Graduate Endowment:

 “No other machinery exists which seeks to monitor former students’ income and
then collects income contingent payments.  To introduce such a system the
Executive would require to create a new agency or contract with an existing body
for a new procedure. The Executive took the view that establishing a new collection
machinery would create new administrative costs which could be expected to be
disproportionate to the amount of income from the endowment and that this would
not represent a good use of public funds.”  6

As the tax system is a reserved matter it would be difficult to persuade the Inland
Revenue to set up a parallel recollection scheme just for Scotland.7 However, the
Executive has left the door open for a change to the collection system, at a UK
level:

“The income threshold at which borrowers are asked to start repaying their income-
contingent loans (at present, £10,000) is set by the UK Government. However, the
Executive will seek discussions with the UK government about the scope for
increasing the income threshold in the future for the loan scheme as a whole while
maintaining the current level of interest subsidy.” 8

The Executive is confident that its proposed collection system will mean that all
the money raised through the endowment will be redirected back to future
generations of students  - although the necessary accounting devices could be
complicated. Introducing the money from the Endowment into the Scottish budget
would also require the approval of Audit Scotland.

The £10,000 threshold
 It will take some years for any significant amount of money to be raised through
the Graduate Endowment. The first eligible students will not have graduated until
academic year 2004-05 and even then it is presumed that most students will start
paying the Endowment back through another loan. Furthermore as the table
below demonstrates, many graduates do not go straight into paid employment
and would therefore not be earning above the £10,000 repayment threshold.

6 Policy Memorandum, Page 6.
7 Personal correspondence with the Executive.
8 Policy Memorandum, page 6.
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First Destinations of Scottish Domiciled students 1998/99
Outcome Total
UK paid full-time employment 10462
UK paid part-time employment 1236
UK self-employed 267
UK unpaid employment 65
Employment overseas 511
Other employment in UK (category and/or mode not
reported)

499

Undertaking study or training 3860
Not available for employment or training 952
Assumed to be unemployed 927
Others 251
Grand Total 19030
Source: Higher Education Statistics Agency, First Destinations Supplement 1998/99 9

There has been some disquiet from opposition politicians who believe that the
initial £10,000 repayment level for the GE is set at around the poverty line.10  The
Association of Graduate Recruiters estimates that the average starting salary for
graduates in the UK is £18,33011, while the Spring 2000 Labour Force Survey
breaks down average weekly earnings for those with first degree qualifications
and for all full time employees: (NB Figures are for the whole of the UK)

       Average weekly earnings
First Degree Qualifications All Employees
Men Women Men Women
£596 £417 £429 £314

Although the data only refer to one week in Spring 2000, it is possible to
extrapolate, to produce annual figures:

   Average Yearly Earnings 
First Degree Qualifications All Employees
Men Women Men Women
£30,992 £21,684 £22,308 £16,328

9 The HESA First Destination Supplement (FDS) target population includes all students reported to HESA for
the reporting period 1 August 1998 to 31 July 1999 as obtaining relevant qualifications and whose study was
full-time (including sandwich students and those writing up theses). The definition of full-time is different from
that used in the individualised student record because writing-up students are included in the definition of full-
time on the first destination return, but not on the individualised student record. HESA cannot accept
responsibility for any inferences or conclusions derived from the data by third parties

10 Nicola Sturgeon, SNP, Parliament debate on further and higher education, 27/11/00, p600
11 Personal correspondence.
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Figures are also available showing average earnings in Scotland. They show –
based on the 1999 Labour Force Survey – that the average gross pay (before
deductions) for those with a degree or higher as their highest qualification, was
£25,800. The Average net pay (after deductions) was £20,200.

These compare with figures for the general population as a whole: Gross pay:
£20,000, Net pay £14,400. These figures indicate that in 1999 graduates were
earning on average some £5,800 more than the average for the population as a
whole.

The Response to the Graduate Endowment

There were over 94 replies to the Executive’s consultation period on the proposed
changes to student funding, including the Graduate Endowment. 94 replies were
received from individuals, universities, colleges, student associations, local
authorities, schools, community and education organisations. The Executive also
set up an internet-based discussion forum on the Endowment. It would be fair to
say that a number of these responses, while welcoming many of the general
principles behind the Executive’s plans to reform funding arrangements, were
critical of the proposals for a Graduate Endowment. This was particularly true of
student organisations:

The Scottish Ancient Universities’ submission claimed:

“The suggestion that a person has financially benefited from a degree when they
begin to earn any sum over £10,000 is utterly ridiculous. While graduates are less
likely to be unemployed and are more likely to earn higher salaries than other
sectors of the population, we feel it is essential to recognise that this situation arises
in the long term and not immediately after a person graduates.”

The National Union of Students Scotland response stated:

“NUS Scotland understood the concept of financial benefit would justify
contributions and obligate future graduates to contribute. The Scottish Executive’s
proposals employ the notion of ‘benefit’ from higher education, but depart from any
notion of financial benefit. It then becomes very hard to see what other kind of
benefit is referred to, or why such non-financial benefit should demand a financial
contribution. The question remains: what is it that graduates on £10,000 have
benefited from their studies that demands a financial contribution, beyond the
current payments in loans and income tax?”

“The Scottish Executive maintains that having two repayment thresholds in future
would be an administrative burden. There are already two collection systems, for
pre and post 1998 students, operating different thresholds and different collection
systems. The Student Loans Company is jointly owned by the Scottish Executive
and the Westminster Government and should be positioned to take instruction from
both.”

http://www.scotland.gov.uk/forums/studentforum.asp
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The Association of University Teachers said:

“Particularly disturbing is the Scottish Executive’s adoption of a very low £10,000
income threshold for repayments into the Graduate Endowment fund, compared to
the carefully calculated figure of £25,000 recommended by the Cubie Committee.
This is clearly in contradiction to early government statements that repayments will
only be made by those benefiting from higher education with higher than average
salaries in post-university employment.”

Finally, the University of Stirling commented:

“The proposed threshold of £10,000 is considered to be woefully low and does not
take into account the range of expenditure which graduates will face when starting
their career in addition to the student loan and other debt repayments which most
students face once they have graduated.”

On a more positive note, the Central Council for Education and Training in
Social Work said:

“We are pleased to note that the proposed Graduate Endowment will be used
exclusively to fund improved maintenance for future generations of disadvantaged
students. We welcome the proposal to exempt mature students, lone parents and
disabled students from paying the Endowment. The proposals for payment are
noted and supported as fair and efficient.”

Section 2 - Improving support for distance learning students

While the details of Section 2 of the Bill are seemingly innocuous they will have
fairly far reaching effects for some distance learning students. The Bill states that
paragraph (f) of section 73 of The Education (Scotland) Act 1980 (c.44) shall be
amended as follows: the word ‘attending’ will be replaced with the phrase
“undertaking; or who have undertaken”. The word “attending” in subsection (2) of
section 73B will be replaced with the word “undertaking”, and in subsection (1) of
section 73D the words “attendance on “ shall cease to have affect. What this will
effectively mean is that some distance learning students are not excluded from
receiving certain financial support from the Scottish Executive. Previously, the use
of the word ‘attending’ in the Education (Scotland) Act 1980 sometimes precluded
the payment of allowances or loans to distance learners because it was felt they
were not physically attending the course. In practice, the proposed amendment
will mean these students will be able to access the loans for part-timers scheme
and the Disabled Students’ Allowance (DSA).
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What is Distance Learning?
Distance learning12 is study undertaken by students who do not attend the
institution where they are enrolled. Instead, students undertake self-directed study
in their own time and are supported by the academic staff of an institution.
Learning is normally undertaken on a part-time basis, e.g. a degree that might
normally take 3 years to complete, may take 6 years by distance learning.
However, completion times vary widely according to the types of course and
individual students involved. Distance learning is an attractive study option for the
following groups:

•  Students who have work commitments which prevent them from attending
University or College;

•  Students who have domestic commitments which prevent them from
attending University or College; and

•  Students resident in remote areas who are unable to travel to attend
University or College.

Types of Courses Offered by Distance Learning
Most types of course can be offered by distance learning. Courses with less
practice-based learning, and more theory-based learning, lend themselves better
to distance learning. However, practice-based learning, e.g. for a Science or
Engineering course, can be undertaken by through the use of kits of specialist
equipment which the institution lends to the student, or at specially arranged
tutorial sessions or summer schools. It is unlikely that courses which are strongly
practice-based, such as medicine and dentistry, would be offered by distance
learning.

12 Information provided by the Scottish Higher Education and Scottish Further Education Funding Councils

How distance learning students will benefit
The loan scheme for part-time students provides a £500 income-contingent loan for

students whose financial resources do not exceed £13,000, The maximum increases if the

student is married and/or has children. DSA comprises a basic allowance of up to £1,385

per academic year; up to £10,505 for non-medical personal help per academic year; up to

£4,155 for major items of specialist equipment for the duration of the course. It is unclear

how many students will be affected, because the Executive claims that it is difficult to

access reliable information on the income or disabilities of distance learning students.

(However the Open University estimates that around 4% of its 12,438 students have some

form of disability, which amounts to just under 500 students).
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Numbers of Students Enrolled on Distance Learning
For academic year 1998-99, there were approximately 26,800 students enrolled in
distance learning courses in the Higher Education sector, the vast majority catered
for by the Open University. Around 9% of the total number of students in the
Higher Education sector are taught through distance learning. In the Further
Education sector, 20,484 students were enrolled in distance learning courses in
1999, approximately 5% of the total enrolments.

The Open University
The Open University (OU) is by far the largest single provider of distance learning
in Scotland, with around 12,500 part-time higher education students. From the
OU’s response to the Executive’s consultation process, it is clear that the
organisation feels that there is discrimination against part time students in general
and its own students in particular. This discrimination, it is claimed, has arisen
despite the Executive’s commitment to lifelong learning, which should see the
Open University help up as a model of how learning providers will increasingly
have to operate.

Support for Open University Students
At present OU students do not receive help with childcare costs. They are also not
entitled to student loans or Disabled Students’ Allowance – a situation the Open
University Student Association has described as ‘an outrageous and appalling
error’. The new bill, of course, aims to remove the anomalies where DSA and
loans are not paid to distance learning students.

The Open University also claims that the new Access Bursaries and the new
Mature Students’ Bursary Fund (MSBF) will not be made available to its students.
While the final details of how the MSBF will operate have yet to be unveiled by the
Executive, the Open University claims that money for this fund will simply amount
to a reallocation of the existing Access Funds. Whereas these, existing, Access
Funds were available to some part time students, the new Mature Students’
Bursary will only be available to full time students. While this ‘discrimination’ isn’t
specifically felt by just Open University students, the OU claims that it puts part
time students, as a whole, at a significant disadvantage to full time students. It
poses the question:

“Why should part time mature students, especially those on low income, have no
option other than to take out a loan and increase their debt dependence, whereas
full time mature students have the further option of assistance from the Mature
Students’ Bursary Fund?”

Some OU students are also still liable to pay tuition fees, although around 2,300
students benefited from the ‘Fee Waiver’ scheme operated by the Scottish Higher
Education Funding Council. While the OU has descried the fee waiver scheme as
‘an outstandingly successful initiative in removing barriers to participation’, it has called
for the scheme to be made permanent and extended where possible. The Open
University also takes issue with the suggestion made by the Executive in Scotland
the Learning Nation that: ‘For the most part, however, students are able to support
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themselves through their earnings’. The OU claims that its research shows that 17%
of new entrant students are outside the labour market. It also claims that only a
quarter of its UK students who work full time receive any assistance with fees from
their employers. For part time workers this figure falls to 6%.

Conclusions

In summary the OU claims:
•  That the proposals for supporting students are complex and not coherent.

There should be no discriminatory treatment between different modes of
study.

•  The fee waiver scheme for young students should be made permanent and if
possible extended.

•  The Mature Students’ Bursary Fund should be means-tested and available on
a pro-rata basis to part-time students.

A second consequence of the changes proposed under section 2 of the Bill, is that
it will allow loans to be made to students who have finished their course, to enable
them to fulfil their liability to pay the Graduate Endowment. As outlined above, the
Executive presumes that most students will have to take out a further income-
contingent loan when they have to start repaying their endowment, but they will be
given a year after graduation to decide how this payment should be made.
Therefore if they don’t decide until after graduation that they want to take out a
further loan, they will now be allowed to do so.

Section 3 - Removing students’ liability for council tax

Section three of the Bill makes provision for amending the existing regulations
governing full-time students’ liability for, and payment of council tax.  The Bill
proposes that section 75 of the Local Government Finance Act 1992 will be
amended to include full-time students within the category of people who are
disregarded from council tax liability.

Council tax liability

The new system of local taxation – the council tax – was introduced in Scotland in
April 1993.13  It is a property tax levied on individual residential properties referred
to as dwellings.  The amount of council tax levied on dwellings is determined by
placement within eight valuation bands (A–H).  Liability for the tax arises on a daily
basis.  There are exemptions for specific types of property and discounts and
benefits for people in certain circumstances. The council tax is normally payable
by someone resident in the dwelling.  There is a hierarchy of liable residents used
in determining the liable person.  The hierarchy is as follows:
•  A resident owner
•  A resident statutory, statutory assured or secure tenant
•  A resident sub-tenant
•  Any other resident
13see Local Government Finance Act 1992
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People who have the same status and the same legal interest in a dwelling as the
liable person are jointly and severally liable.  For example two resident joint
tenants where there is no resident landlord are normally jointly and severally liable
for payment of the tax.

Current Position of Full-time Students

The Executive has acknowledged that the position of full time students and liability
for council tax is anomalous14.  The current position is that full time students are
‘disregarded’ for the purposes of calculating council tax (all student household
properties are exempt) but depending on the status of other people within a
dwelling may be jointly and severally liable for the payment of the tax.   One of the
main anomalies arises where a dwelling is occupied by full-time students and non-
students.  For example:

Three students share a flat with another adult in full-time employment.  The three
students are disregarded for the calculation of the council tax and the dwelling is
classified as a single person household and eligible for a 25% discount, however
the students may be jointly liable for the payment of the tax.

Background to Change

In November 1996, George Kynoch the then Minister for Local Government
announced changes to the apportionment rules of the council tax benefit system
so that students sharing accommodation with benefit recipients would be
disregarded when an individual’s benefit entitlement was calculated.  In dwellings
where there are individuals who are jointly and severally liable for the council tax,
the apportionment is determined by dividing the total council tax liability by the
number of people who are jointly liable.  This change was introduced from 1 April
1997.  For example:

Three friends are jointly renting a house and are jointly liable for council tax, two
of them are eligible for 100% council tax benefit and one is a student, the
council tax liability is divided in two and the student is ignored in the calculation.
Prior to the change the council tax benefit would be calculated by dividing the
bill by three, so that only two-thirds of the bill was covered by council tax
benefit.

George Kynoch stated that these changes were only an interim measure to
address the issues raised by students’ liability for council tax.

It is our intention to legislate to remove students from council tax joint and
several liability, to ensure once and for all that no council tax liability will fall on
students.  Until such time as an opportunity arises to amend council tax primary
legislation the measures announced today will provide a temporary solution to
the problem15.

No further legislative change was introduced by the Conservative Government.  In
England, Alan Meale, Parliamentary Under Secretary of State at the Department

14 Education (Graduate Endowment and Student Support) (Scotland) Bill Policy Memorandum para. 29
15 The Scottish Office, George Kynoch Welcomes Council Tax Help for Students, News Release, 1837/96, 6 November

1996
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of Environment Transport and the Regions (DETR), stated in the House of
Commons the government’s intention to amend the liability rules to exclude
students from being jointly and severally liable for council tax when they share
accommodation with non-students.

Mr. Green: To ask the Secretary of State for the Environment, Transport
and the Regions what plans he has to remove from students liability for
council tax; and if he will make a statement.
Mr. Meale: Although no individuals are exempt from council tax, certain
types of dwelling are exempt and this includes dwellings occupied entirely
by students. Where students share accommodation with non-students, the
students are disregarded for the purposes of calculating the household's
bill. It is our intention to amend the liability rules to exclude such students
from being jointly and severally liable for the bill as soon as parliamentary
time and other priorities allow. (House of Commons Written Answer 17
May 1999)

To date, no legislation has been introduced in England to make these
amendments to council tax regulations.

The Case for Change

Research and consultations undertaken by a wide range of organisations have
highlighted the anomalies of existing arrangements of students’ liability for the
council tax.  The National Association of Citizens’ Advice Bureaux published a
report in 1994 examining the impact of the council tax on individuals in the first
sixteen months of implementation of the new system of local taxation.  The report
concluded that for some groups (including students) the general principles of
fairness and affordability had been compromised.

The position of students has raised much concern.  Many CABx have given
evidence of hardship faced by students who share accommodation with non-
students.  Such students can find themselves in the anomalous position of being
liable for the council tax yet without the means to pay it, as they have no recourse
to the benefit system, however low their income may be16.

Citizens Advice Scotland also reiterated the problems encountered by students in
the report Poverty by Degrees: Students – the evidence of CAB clients in
Scotland.  Examples of the financial hardship and potential homelessness faced
by students and new graduates were highlighted by CAB case examples:

A Tayside CAB reports of a single male student.  He graduates this summer and
is now having to leave his current multiple occupancy household for students.  His
landlord wishes to keep the property exempt from council tax.  A Fife CAB reports
of a student who shares a flat with other students and his wife who is not a
student.  Accordingly he has been given a bill for council tax.  The other occupants
are refusing to contribute as they feel it is unjust that they should pay due to one
non-student.  The client does not have the funds to pay the amount owing17.

16 National Association of Citizens Advice Bureaux, Taxing Times: CAB evidence on the council tax September 1994
17 Citizens’ Advice Scotland, Poverty by Degrees: Students – the evidence of CAB clients in Scotland September 1995
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More recently in November 1998 a joint Scottish Office/COSLA working group
published a consultation paper, It Pays to Collect outlining proposals to improve
council tax collection levels in Scotland.  Responses to the consultation paper
were summarised in the Working Group’s second publication, It Pays to Pay –
improving council tax collection in Scotland published in December 1999.
Although the focus of the report was on improving council tax collection rates the
Working Group noted that there was a suggestion from many respondents to the
consultation that :

the Scottish Parliament should review the system of local taxation, paying
particular attention to the plight of students who become liable without any
means of paying the charge imposed.

This need for legislative change was further emphasised by the Independent
Committee of Inquiry into Student Finance (Cubie Committee) as part of the
evaluation of support for full-time students, in the final report Student Finance –
Fairness for the Future

We believe that the situation regarding students’ liability towards Council Tax is
anomalous. In line with the Guiding Principles the system should be simple,
consistent and based on fairness.  We recommend that the Convention of
Scottish Local Authorities should undertake a review of the present regulations
and bring forward recommendations to the Scottish Executive to resolve the
anomalies as far as full-time students and liability for payment of council tax are
concerned.

Impact of Removing Students’ Liability

The City of Edinburgh Council’s Finance Committee contacted the Parliament in
June 1999 calling for the Parliament to review council tax regulations for students
in order to18:
•  create an equitable arrangement for students in exempt and non-exempt

properties
•  address disproportionate charges faced by non-students when they live with

students in a co-tenancy.

The Director of Finance highlighted in his report19 circumstances whereby
removing liability from students may impact adversely on remaining non-students
in shared dwellings.  For example:

3 students and 1 non-student (earning £200 per week share a Band E property
in Edinburgh.  Council tax and water charges = £1313.89.
Under the existing regulations the dwelling is not exempt because of the non-
student.  After the 25% single person household discount is applied, £958.42 is
payable.  The non –student does not qualify for council tax benefit, therefore
£958.42 is the joint and several liability of all tenants.
If students were disregarded from joint liability, the non-student would be left
with the entire charge of £985.42

18 Letter to Clerk to the Scottish Parliament, 29 June 2000
19 The City of Edinburgh Council Finance Committee Report  Council Tax – Students Director of Finance, 22 June 1999

http://www.scotland.gov.uk/library2/doc10/ctco-00.asp
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/library2/doc10/ctco-00.asp
http://www.studentfinance.org.uk/
http://www.studentfinance.org.uk/
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The Parliament’s Local Government Committee considered the correspondence
from the City of Edinburgh Council at their meeting on 14 March 2000 and agreed
to hold a short inquiry into this area when, given other work commitments, time
permitted.  The scrutiny of this section of the Bill may now supersede the need for
a separate committee inquiry.

NUS Scotland in submissions to the Scottish Office20 and more recently to the
Cubie Committee, voiced concerns that, although students did not have the
means to pay council tax and therefore their liability was unrealistic, it opposed
arguments that suggested those who live with students should have to pay for
students.  In the submissions NUS Scotland proposed an apportioned student
discount scheme.  This scheme can be exemplified as follows:

Three residents share a dwelling and are jointly and severally liable for the bill.
Person A is a student, Person B is a working adult not in receipt of council tax
benefit) and Person C is in receipt of Income Support.  Under the scheme
proposed by NUS Scotland the bill would be apportioned as follows
Person A (Student) apportioned discount of one third of the bill
Person B (Working Adult) payment of one third of the bill
Person C (Income Support recipient) 100% council tax benefit on one third of the
bill

Within the NUS proposed scheme all three residents would still remain jointly
and severally liable for payment of the council tax.  NUS Scotland argue that
such an apportioned discount scheme would be much fairer and affordable as
well as recognising students’ inability to pay.  The impact of removing full-time
students’ liability may be an issue which is discussed during the consideration
of the Bill at stage 1 of the legislative process.

If you have any comments or questions about this Research Note, please contact Terry Shevlin or
Morag Brown on extension 85198/85376 or terry.shevlin@scottish.parliament.uk.or
morag.brown@scottish.parliament.uk

Research Notes are compiled for the benefit of Members of Parliament and their personal staff.
Authors are available to discuss the contents of these papers with Members and their staff but
cannot advise members of the general public.

20 NUS Scotland submission to the Joint Scottish Office/COSLA Working Group on the council tax consultation paper,
It Pays to Collect, February 1999

mailto:morag.brown@scottish.parliament.uk
mailto:morag.brown@scottish.parliament.uk
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